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Roller Ski Trade-in Program

Trade-In Program
Rundle Sport is offering a one-time roller ski trade-in program to encourage skiers
to upgrade their roller ski equipment. Skiers have the opportunity to trade-in their
existing skate roller skis for discounts on Rundle Sport Velox Skate or Rundle Sport
Flex Skate roller skis. The program is limited to a total of 40 trade-ins.

Trade-in Model

Rundle Sport
Discount

Swenor Skate Aluminum

50%

Elpex F1 Sprint

40%

Other

30%

Adjusted Velox
Skate Price
$140 + tax and
shipping
$168 + tax and
shipping
$196 + tax and
shipping

Adjusted Flex
Skate Price
$200 + tax and
shipping
$240 + tax and
shipping
$280 + tax and
shipping

How It Works: 3 Easy Steps
Step 1

Email patrick@rundlesport.com with the roller ski model you would like to trade-in
and the Rundle Sport roller ski you would like to purchase.

Step 2

Rundle Sport will email you an invoice for the discounted Rundle Sport roller skis.
The invoice can be paid online through Rundle Sport’s website. The invoice must
be paid by Monday, September 17th, at 11:00PM.

Step 3

Once you receive an email saying that your roller skis are available for pickup, bring
your existing skate roller skis to Greg Christie’s Ski and Cycle Works and trade them
in for your new Rundle Sport roller skis!

Velox Skate
Premium performance at an entry-level price
Velox Skate roller skis feature low geometry and 610mm length for outstanding
stability. With high quality design and entry-level pricing, Velox Skate is the
ultimate value-oriented roller ski.
FEATURES
610mm Length
Lowered Geometry
Standard #2 Wheel Speed
Designed and Assembled in Canada
Trade-in Model

Rundle Sport
Discount

Swenor Skate
Aluminum

50%

Elpex F1 Sprint

40%

Other

30%

Adjusted Velox
Skate Price
$140 + tax and
shipping
$168 + tax and
shipping
$196 + tax and
shipping

Flex Skate
The pinnacle of roller ski technology
Rundle Sport’s patented TrueSki Technology reduces vibration to dramatically
improve foot and shin comfort, reduce the risk of an overuse injury, and create
the most realistic simulation of skiing on snow.
FEATURES
TrueSki Technology
Lifetime Warranty
Standard #2 Wheel Speed
Designed and Assembled in Canada
Trade-in Model

Rundle Sport
Discount

Swenor Skate
Aluminum

50%

Elpex F1 Sprint

40%

Other

30%

Adjusted Flex
Skate Price
$200 + tax and
shipping
$240 + tax and
shipping
$280 + tax and
shipping

Other Details
-All prices are listed in Canadian Dollars (CAD).
-All roller ski purchases are subject to Quebec sales tax.
-A flat rate shipping fee of $5 will be charged on all pairs of Rundle Sport
roller skis purchased through the trade-in program.
-The listed roller ski prices do not include the cost of bindings, binding
removal, and/or binding installation.
-Rundle Sport roller skis purchased through the trade-in program will
be available for pickup starting sometime between September 21st and
September 27th.
-All sales are final.
-All roller skis traded-in become the property of Rundle Sport Inc.
-Roller skis must be traded-in and picked up by the person who paid the
invoice unless other arrangements have been agreed to by Rundle Sport.

Rules and Restrictions
-Roller skis being traded-in must have 4 skate wheels installed.
-Roller skis being traded-in must not have bindings installed. Greg
Christie’s Ski and Cycle Works may be able to remove bindings during
the trade-in, but calling ahead for pricing and scheduling is strongly
recommended.
-Only skate roller skis are eligible for trade-in. Classic and/or combi roller
skis are not eligible for trade-in.
-Only Velox Skate and Flex Skate roller skis are available for purchase
through the trade-in program. Velox Skate Long, Velox Junior, and Velox
Classic are not available for purchase through the trade-in program.
-Individuals can only trade-in 1 pair of roller skis.
-Individuals participating in the trade-in program can only purchase 1
pair of Rundle Sport roller skis.
-Rundle Sport roller skis purchased through the trade-in program are
only available for pickup during Greg Christe’s Ski and Cycle Works
regular business hours.

Frequently Asked
Questions
Q: Does it make sense for me to trade-in my roller skis?
A: If your roller skis are several years old or if your wheels need to be replaced
soon it’s probably worth trading them in. Rundle Sport and Swenor wheels are
manufactured by the same supplier, and a set of skate roller ski wheels is $125
from Rundle Sport or $220 from Swenor. Many of the trade-in prices are below
the Swenor replacement wheel cost and only slightly above the Rundle Sport
wheel replacement cost. Cost aside, both roller ski options from Rundle Sport are
extremely high performing. This trade-in program is a one-time offer and is capped
at 40 trade-ins so take advantage while you can!
Q: Should I trade-in for Velox Skate, or Flex Skate?
A: What roller ski model makes most sense for you depends on several factors like
age, weight, height, skill level and training load. Our recommendation is to give us
at call at 416-559-5309 to find out what model will best suit you.
Q: Can I get bindings swapped from my old roller ski to my new ones?
A: Yes! Greg Christie’s Ski and Cycle Works will be able to do binding swaps or install
new bindings. Calling ahead for scheduling and pricing is recommended, 819-8275340.
Q: What is the warranty on Rundle Sport roller skis?
A: Rundle Sport FLEX Skate roller skis have a lifetime warranty. Rundle Sport Velox
Skate roller skis have a 1 year warranty. Full warranty details can be found on the
Rundle Sport warranty webpage.
Q: Can I try Rundle Sport roller skis before buying?
A: Yes! Rundle Sport will be hosting a demo day in Gatineau Park on September 8th
and 9th from 8:30 AM to 1:00 PM. See Rundle Sport’s demo day information sheet
for more information.

